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Autodesk Inventor software is a great tool for building complex mechanical
assemblies, and Autodesk 3ds Max Design software is a great tool for generating visually
stunning rendered animations. This hands-on labs fuses the two programs and covers topics
related to the animation of Inventor assemblies using 3ds Max 2015. You learn how to import
an Inventor assembly that will be used for animation in 3ds Max. You also learn strategies for
building a hierarchy based on the animation requirements for the imported models. The class
steps you through the process of creating keyframe animation of specific moveable parts.
Finally, you learn about the tools that are available for editing keyframes and tweaking the
overall look and timing of the animation. To complete the process, you learn how to configure
and render an image sequence for final output using the Quicksilver hardware renderer.
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Introduction
Whether it's for serious production development, prototype design, or just for fun, as a
designer or engineer, you can use Autodesk’s Inventor software to create buildable designs for
anything from simple machined or cast parts, all the way to highly complex mechanical
assemblies. There are many instances in which it can be helpful to see a design animated to see
how the parts will function together. While simulation can be performed in Autodesk Inventor,
it is often important to have a higher level of control over the animation of an assembly.
Animation is a tool for showing the operation of an assembly in a way that still pictures and
diagrams cannot convey. 3ds Max Design is the ideal environment for creating animated
versions of Inventor designs. You can import your Inventor design directly into 3ds Max Design
2015. Once imported, you can add helper objects, create hierarchical structures, and animate
your design using key frame animation.
Controlling the animation timing is what makes animating in 3ds Max a better solution than
simply performing a simulation. While a simulation can portray the motion of a complex
assembly, presenting a compelling animation involves being able to coordinate the animation
of multiple objects within the same scene. Once the animation is complete, you need to decide
what the output will be for the animated sequence.
In many cases, an animated sequence is rendered to a video file that can be played back at full
speed. The level of quality of the final rendering will usually be based on certain requirements
such as the purpose of the animation, or the delivery method. If you’re running a test to see if
the animation looks the way you want it to, you can save a preview rendering of the view port.
When it comes time to create a final rendering, mental ray can create a high-quality,
realistically rendered animation.
This class will discuss and outline the steps you would take to go from an Autodesk Inventor
design file to a fully rendered animated sequence using 3ds Max Design 2015.

Inventor Assemblies
Autodesk Inventor is a powerful design tool that allows you to create a wide array of
mechanical assemblies. In this class, you will be importing a simple piston assembly for
animation.
The purpose of importing Inventor assemblies into 3ds Max Design is to be able to animate and
render high-quality, articulated animations of an Inventor design.
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Setting the Project Directory
Before you do anything, you are going to configure a project path. For this lab, there is a project
directory setup that you are going to use. If you don’t work with project directories, I
recommend that you start using them. Project directories are a very good way to organize
individual projects.
1. In the application menu, choose the Manage option, and choose set project directory.
2. Navigate to the VI5188-L - 3ds Max Project directory, and set it as the current project
directory.
Now, when you load and save files, you can save them to the scenes directory within that
project folder.

Loading a Starting Scene
You are going to start with a scene that already has lighting and a simple ground object. This
helps us visualize the animation of just this assembly. You can have several pre-built
environments that you use for rendering product designs. These environments are pre-lit and
pre-textured, making it easier to focus on the product you are animating and rendering.
Now, it’s not to say that you have to use this environment, but, if your goal is to render a high
quality animation of an inventor assembly, it's helpful to use a tightly-controlled environment.
That’s not to say that you won’t have to make any changes, but it gives you a good starting
point. The other reason to start with a stage like this is because you have some layers preset
that help isolate lighting and cameras, as well as background and stage objects.
3
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1. From the Quick Access Toolbar, click Open.
2. Open the file, Airport_Runway.max.

You can have several pre built environments that you use for rendering product designs. There
may be times when you have to make changes, but it gives you a good starting point. The other
reason to start with a preconfigured scene like this, is because you can have some layers preset
that help the isolate lighting and cameras, as well as background and staged objects.

Layers
Looking at the layers dialog for the Airport Runway file, you’ll see that you have a Ground layer,
a Cameras layer and a Lighting layer. Also, notice that those three layers are frozen, which
means that you cannot pick them in the viewport.
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The advantage to working with frozen layers is that you don’t have to worry about accidentally
selecting the lights or moving cameras. Notice that there is also a Helpers layer. That’s the
current layer, so anything you build will be created on that layer.

Importing the Assembly
3s Max Design allows you to import Autodesk Inventor files, whether they are parts (IPT) or
assemblies (IAM). These objects still keep the naming conventions that they were given in
Autodesk Inventor. They will be imported in as one of two types of objects: a Body Object or
editable mesh.
Once the file(s) have been imported, they can be edited like any other model in 3ds Max.

Import Settings
When importing, the first thing to choose is the either Body Objects or Meshes. 3ds Max design
offers two types of objects, a body object and a mesh object. These objects work in completely
different ways. A body object is an ACIS solid model that maintains the solid features from
Autodesk Inventor. Body objects are unique in that the render resolution and the viewport
resolution can be adjusted to fit your needs. It is completely possible to use a body object for
both a very high resolution rendered animation and low resolution real-time simulation
geometry.
The mesh object is exactly what it sounds like; it’s a polygon mesh surface that’s generated
from the imported data. The quality of the mesh is determined by the mesh resolution option
toward the bottom of the dialog. Once you import an inventor file as a mesh, you don’t have
the ability to change the resolution of the geometry.
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Assembly options provide three possible selections that allow you to reference duplicate parts,
create layers based on the material, and add an object name to the material.
When the create layers by material check box is selected, layer names are generated by
material, and all objects with that particular material are placed on that layer. This can be
helpful for organizing your scene. How you want to organize your scene will determine whether
or not you turn on this option.
The add object name to material option will use the imported material name in the name of the
object. One thing that you have to be careful with when importing Autodesk Inventor files is
the length of some of the object names. While most objects imported will be based on the
object name, keep in mind that some of the standard hardware can have very long names.
Overall, naming shouldn’t be too much of an issue, as long as your inventor file is logically
named.
The Merge and Replace options allow you to merge the objects being imported with the
current scene or replace the current scene with the objects imported from Inventor. The
Material Options will allow you to import the materials straight from Inventor and assign
material ID's to sub-objects when multiple materials have been assigned to parts in Inventor.
The last options are whether you want higher or lower mesh resolution (if you imported
Inventor files as Mesh objects), and a choice of the vertical direction to be on the X, Y, or Z axis
(typically left on the Z axis).

Importing the Inventor Assembly
1. From the Application menu, click Import.
2. Open the import/MV-22 directory.
You can see both part files and assembly files in this directory.
The assembly organization has been made a little bit simpler by moving everything into
one directory. 3ds Max will resolve links within an assembly file as long as the directories
for all of the parts are accessible and do not differ from the computer that this was
designed on.
3. Select the "MV-22.iam" assembly file, and click import.
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4. Click Open, you’re presented with the import dialog box.

5. Make sure to select Import As: Meshes.
The mesh object is lighter, and doesn’t require the same amount of computer overhead.
When you use body objects, there’s a little bit more computer overhead required
because they are ACIS solid geometry and the polygons have to be calculated for the
surface. That’s the reason why you will bring in meshes as opposed to body objects.
6. Keep the Reference Duplicate Parts and the Create Layers by Material options checked.
When Create Layers by Material is checked, the importer will create the layer for each
material in the assembly. There’s an advantage to doing this, especially if you’re going to
be rebuilding the materials. By having each material a separate layer, all you have to do
7
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it is grab the material off of one of the objects in the layer, modify it, then you can assign
the material to all the objects in the selected layer.
7. Set the Merge/Replace option to Merge with Current Scene.
8. In the Material Options, make sure the Import Inventor Materials and the Assign
Material IDs options are both checked.
This will cause 3ds Max to use the materials assigned to each part inside of Inventor. It
also makes it much easier to edit materials on each object, since it is already assigned.
9. You will keep the Mesh Resolution set to 0.
The Mesh Resolution setting allows us to increase or decrease the number of polygons in
the imported model. If you import an Inventor Assembly and the mesh is too dense, you
can adjust the resolution slider toward Less and reduce the polygon count. The opposite
goes for if your model comes in with too few polygons. Moving the slider toward More
will increase the number of polygons.
10. Lastly, set the Inventor File Vertical Direction to the Y Axis option.
By setting the vertical direction, you are indicating which direction is up in the Inventor
file. This will import the geometry with the orientation adjusted to compensate for the
fact that the Y axis is the Up axis in the assembly file.
11. Click OK and this will begin the import process.
3ds Max will take some time to process the assembly and create the individual pieces of
geometry. Once the import process is complete, you’ll see the MV-22 where it was built within
Autodesk inventor.
Note: One important thing to understand is that you can build multiple assembly files and if you
place them all relative to each other they will import into 3ds Max in the proper location.
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Hierarchies for Animation
Hierarchies are used when determining how certain things animate. A hierarchy is created by
linking one object, the child, to another, the parent. The parent can then control the child and
allow for easy creation of more complex animations.
At this point, you need to ask a few questions before you begin organizing the objects. The first
question is - what are the animation needs? What is going to be animated and how will it be
animated?
The answer to that question is going to determine the method used to organize the scene. For
example, you can keep all the parts separate and build a very large hierarchical structure by
creating parent / child relationships between all the objects in the scene. But, do you really
need to do that? Creating a hierarchy with all these parts could be time consuming and would
really just be a waste of effort.
Or can you can create multiple groups and just link the group’s to animatable objects or just
animate the group? When creating hierarchies, one best practice method, and a good method
for creating animatable structures, is to use helper objects that can be used as the animated
object.

Creating the Hierarchy
If you look at the Mv-22, there are quite a few parts. However, some of those parts are part of
assemblies, and essentially are all one piece. For instance, the two vertical tail pieces and the
horizontal tail piece can be considered as part of the main fuselage. There are a number of
ways that you can organize these objects so that they work as one unit.
9
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One method that you’re going to use is called a grouping. That’s where you take a selected set
of objects and group them together to become one assembled object. You can still edit the
individual objects within the group if you want to, but a group, by default, acts as a single solid
piece.
There are many different methods of working. In this lesson, you will put objects together and
then hide them from the scene. This makes it easier for you to see what it is you are working
on. The other thing that you are going to do, at least for now, is turn off the background objects
so that they don’t interfere with the view. Since they are frozen, you don’t need to worry about
selecting them, but you don’t need the added geometry interfering with the view.

To start here use: MV-22 Import Animation _01.max
Hiding Background Elements
1. Change the Scene Explorer to Layer Mode.
2. In the layer editor click the light bulb icon to hide the Ground layer, the Lighting layer,
and the Cameras layer.

Grouping Objects and Assemblies
As a good rule of thumb, add your materials before you start grouping objects. The reason is,
once you begin grouping objects, it’s more difficult to select individual components that need
to get a specific material. When all the objects are separate, they can be selected as needed
and you can assign whichever material you want to those objects.
To create groups, it’s easiest to start with the objects that are the simplest to select.
However, in this case, you first need to ungroup the assembly first in order to be able to select
individual parts.
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1. Click Zoom Extents All to zoom the viewports to the model.
2. First, make sure the MV-22.iam object is selected. You want to make sure the objects
are not grouped already as a result of the import process.
3. From the Group menu, select Ungroup.

This will separate all the components into individual objects, which will then allow us to
group them as you need them.
4. Click off into space first to make sure you deselect any currently selected objects.
5. Then, using whatever method you desire, select the two vertical tail pieces, the
horizontal tail piece and the main fuselage.
For example, you can use a crossing window around just the tail section in order to select
all of the objects together.
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6. From the Group menu, choose Group, and name the group "Fuselage", then click OK.

7. Then right-click on the newly created group, and choose Hide Selected.

This hides the Fuselage group from the view and you can move on.
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The Engine Nacelle Pivot Helper

In order to be able to rotate the left and right engines and blades, you will create a Point Helper
object that you can use as the pivot animation helper. You'll start by adding a Point Helper that
is carefully positioned at the pivot point of each engine nacelle.
8. Click on the Create Tab in the Command Panel.
9. In the Create Tab, choose the Helpers option.
10. Click the Point helper object.
Before creating the Point object, let's make a few changes to the parameters.
11. In the Display group, make sure the Axis Tripod, Cross, Box, Constant Screen Size and
Draw On Top checkboxes are checked.
12. Set the Size value to 36.
13. To create the Point object, click once in the Top Viewport.
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14. Once the Point is created, click the Modify Panel.
15. In the Name Type-in, change the name to "NCL_PVT" and press ENTER.
Positioning the Point helper

16. With the NCL_PVT selected, press "W" to activate the Move tool.
17. In the Status bar at the bottom of the interface, set the X value to 0.0, the Y value to 1.472, and the Z value to 4.891.

Propeller Blade Rotation Helpers

In order to make it easier to be able to animate the propeller blades, you can add Point helpers
at the rotation point for each blade. Placing these Point helpers provides a location for the
14
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propeller rotation, regardless of where the pivot point of the actual propeller blade geometry is
located.
18. In the Command Panel, click the Create Tab.
19. Choose the Point object.
20. In the Top viewport, click on top of the propeller on the left to create a point helper,
then click on top of the right propeller to create the point for it.

Point helpers placed at the front of each propeller.
Naming and Positioning the Propeller Helpers

You can prevent yourself from selecting any objects other than the helpers by setting the
Selection Filter to Helpers.
21. Choose Helpers from the Selection Filter Dropdown.

22. With Point002 selected, click the Modify panel.
23. In the Name type-in "PR_L_PVT" and press ENTER.
24. Click the Select And Move icon from the Main Toolbar to activate the Move tool.
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25. In the Status Bar at the bottom of the interface, set the X value to 3.657, the Y value to -1.452, and the Z value to 6.686.
26. In the Top viewport, select the Point001 helper object at the front of the right propeller.
27. In the Name type-in "PR_R_PVT" and press ENTER.
28. Activate the Move tool.
29. In the Status Bar at the bottom of the interface, set the X value to -3.523, the Y value to
-1.452, and the Z value to 6.686.

Creating the Nacelle Link Helpers

When setting up the hierarchy for the nacelles and propellers for the animation, you are going
to set up helpers that the nacelles will attach to. To do this, you can copy and reposition the
point helpers that you created for the propellers.
Copying the Point Helpers

30. In the Top viewport, select both Propeller helper point objects.
You can select both by holding the CONTROL key and clicking on each point object.

31. Make sure the Select and Move tool in active from the main toolbar.
32. Press the Space Bar to lock the selection.
33. Holding the SHIFT key, place the cursor over the "Y" axis of the Move gizmo.
34. In the Front Viewport, click and drag down to about mid way through the nacelle to
create a clone of each.
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35. This will cause the Clone Options dialog to open. In the Object group, choose Copy,
then click OK.
36. Press the Space Bar again to unlock the selection.
37. Click on the "PR_R_PVT001" point object.
38. In the Modify panel, name type-in, rename the object to "NCL_R" and press ENTER.
39. Click to select the " PR_L_PVT001".
40. In the Modify panel, name type-in, rename the object to "NCL_L" and press ENTER.

To start here use: MV-22 Import Animation _02.max
Creating the Fuselage Dummy
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In order to make it easier to move the entire aircraft, including the fuselage, nacelles and
propellers, it is helpful to create a dummy object. The top level parent allows you to freely
move and orient the hierarchy attached to it while still having the other objects animated.
41. Select the Create Tab from the Command Panel.
42. Choose the Helpers option.
43. This time, click the Dummy object.
44. On the Top viewport, click and drag to create the Dummy object.

45. Change to the Modify tab on the Command panel.
46. In the Name type-in, change the name to "FUS_POS" and press ENTER.
47. Make sure the Select and Move tool is selected.
48. In the Status Bar, position type-ins, set the X value to 0.0, the Y value to -1.7, and the Z
value to 4.0.
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Setting up the Hierarchy
The next step is to set up simple hierarchies using the helper objects and the geometry in order
to be able to animate the aircraft. When you look at the current setup, there is a Dummy object
for the overall aircraft movement, a single Point helper for rotating the Nacelles, two points the
nacelles will be attached to and two Point helpers for the animation of the blades.
In this section, you will create a series of parent-child relationships between the objects within
the aircraft. The first hierarchy will be to set up the helper objects so the animation of the
propellers and nacelles can be moved along with the fuselage.
Linking the Helpers

In order to link the helper objects, you will use the Scene Explorer. This allows you to simply
drag and drop objects in the scene to create the relationships.
1. In the Scene Explorer, change to the Hierarchy option.
2. If needed, expand the Scene Explorer to be able to see all the objects in the scene by
clicking and dragging the bottom of the dialog.
3. Expand the Name column so that you can see the complete name by clicking on the
vertical separation line to the right of the name category heading and dragging to the
right.
4. Select the Display menu and make sure the Display Children option is checked.
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The Scene Explorer gives us a listing of all the objects in the current scene. Here, you can visually
identify the type of object and the hierarchies within the scene.
5. To begin creating the hierarchy for the helper objects, click on the icon for the
"NCL_PVT" object and drag it over the "FUS_POS" object in the list.
If this is done correctly you will see a yellow arrow to the left of the "FUS_POS" name in
the list.
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When you see the arrow, release the mouse button and the "NCL_PVT" will be indented
and under "FUS_POS".

6. Click and drag the "NCL_L" icon and position it under the "NCL_PVT".

7. Click and drag the "NCL_R" icon and position it under the "NCL_PVT".

8. Click and drag the "PR_L_PVT" icon under the "NCL_L" object.

9. Click and drag the "PR_R_PVT" icon under the "NCL_R" object.
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This completes the hierarchy for the helper objects in the scene. These objects are now the only
part of the scene that need to be animated, all the aircraft geometry will just be going along for
the ride.
Linking the MV-22 Objects to Helpers

Once the helpers have been set up in the correct parent-child relationship for the animation
work correctly, the rendered geometry can be linked to the appropriate helper. This setup
makes animating the object simpler by eliminating the need to modify the pivot point for the
MV-22 geometry.
10. First, unhide the Fuselage object.
11. In the Scene Explorer, open the Fuselage Group.
12. Click the Light Bulb icon to the left of the object within the group as well as the group
name to unhide the objects.
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This will unhide the components of the fuselage and the tail.
13. In the Scene Explorer, close the Fuselage Group.

14. In the Scene Explorer, click on the Fuselage group and drag it on top of "FUS_POS".
This makes the Fuselage a child of the DMY_Fuselage_POS object.
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15. Next, click and drag the "Left_Nacel:1" on top of "NCL_L".
16. Click and drag the "Left_Nacel_MIR2:1" on top of "NCL_R".

Now each Nacelle will rotate along with its respective helper object. The last steps are to
attach the propellers to the appropriate helper.
17. Click and drag the "Left_Prop:1" on top of "PR_L_PVT".
18. Finally, click and drag the "Left_PropMIR:1" on top of "PR_R_PVT".

Now the hierarchy for the aircraft and control helpers is complete. You can test to make sure
the structure is correct by moving and rotating the appropriate helper object.
19. Press W on the keyboard to activate the Move Tool
20. In the Top Viewport, click and drag the FUS_POS object in the Y axis up and down.
If the hierarchy was created properly, the entire aircraft will move along with the dummy
object.
21. Press CONTROL+Z to move the fuselage back to its original position.
22. Now press E on the keyboard to activate the Rotate Tool.
23. Set the Reference Coordinate System to Local.
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24. Turn on the Angle Snap toggle in the Main toolbar.
25. Now select the PR_R_PVT, rotate it along its local Z axis.
If the hierarchy is set up correctly, the propeller will spin.
26. Press CONTROL+Z to undo the last rotation of the propeller.
Now you're ready to move on and animate the MV-22.

Animating the Assembly
At this point, you have the MV-22 rigged up and ready to animate. Now you are going to create
key frames for the propellers, nacelle rotation and the position of the aircraft.
When setting up the animation, the first thing to do is to set up your frame rate. For example, if
the animation is going to be for film, it will need to be set at 24 frames per second. However, if
it is for video, then it will need to be set at 30 frames per second. After that, the length of the
animation, as well as the start and end times will be needed to be set.
You’re doing a fun animation of the MV-22 lifting off and moving forward as the nacelles rotate.
Will 10 seconds be enough time, or will you need to make the length 30 seconds? Determining
this ahead of time will avoid issues that can occur if you have to retime the animation later.
So, what type of animation key frames are you going to need to create?
When you animate the dummy object for the aircraft, you need position and rotation key
frames. This is because you’re moving the aircraft and rotating it slightly as it lifts off and starts
moving forward. Since that animation will be the timing for the nacelle rotation and the
propeller spin up, that should be the first animation that is created.
When the nacelles rotate, you're only going to be creating rotation key frames. You also have to
think about whether or not you’re going to show the propellers spin up. Or, are you just going
to show the propellers spinning at full speed from the beginning of the animation? In this case,
you’re going to show them spin up and then use an out of range curve to keep the blade
spinning at a constant speed.

To start here use: MV-22 Import Animation _03.max
25
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Setting the Display

1. Maximize the Camera001 viewport (ALT+W) so you can see what you’re doing a little
better.
Plus, you now want to see the rest of the scene. Right now, the runway is hidden. You will want
to use that as a reference as you animate the motion of the aircraft.
2. In the Scene Explorer, switch to Layer Mode.
3. Click the Hide option (Light bulb) for the Ground layer in order to unhide the runway.

Notice that the Ground layer is still frozen. This will keep you from being able to select
the ground.

Creating Keyframes

First, let’s set some key frames for the FUS_POS. Keep in mind that you are not going to be
concerned with editing the key frames at this point, you just want to create them.
4. Select the FUS_POS object.
5. Then, turn on set key by clicking the Set Key button.
6. Click on the Key Filters option.
7. In the Set Key Filters dialog, uncheck Scale, and IK Parameters. Make sure only the
Position and Rotation filters are checked.
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You only want to be creating position and rotation keyframes.
8. Close the Set Key Filter dialog.
Now you want to think about the timing of the animation. You want to give some time for the
propeller blades to spin up, the aircraft to lift off, begin moving forward and the nacelles to
rotate down.
9. Click and drag the Time Slider to frame 250.

10. Then, click the Create key button.
That will create a key frame at frame 250 for the position and rotation of the aircraft. Now you
want to add keys for the aircraft lifting off and moving forward.
11. Drag the time slider over until you get to frame 500.
If you need to move the time slider ahead or back one frame at a time, click the arrows
on the left or right of the time slider.
12. To make sure the FUS_POS object is not accidentally deselected, click the Lock in the
middle of the status bar.
13. Click the Select and Move tool.
14. Before you move the fuselage, change the Reference Coordinate System to World.
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15. Now move the FUS_POS object in the Z direction to about 6.0 units in the Z axis.
16. Click in the Create Key button again.
17. Scrub the time slider from frame 250 to 500 and you can see the aircraft lifting off the
runway.

18. Now scrub the Time Slider to frame 900.
19. In the Status Bar, change the Y value to -17.0 and the Z value to 7.0.
20. Click in the Create Key button again.
21. Scrub the time slider from frame 250 to 900 and you can see the aircraft lifting off the
runway then moving out of the frame to the right.
22. Click the Lock and deactivate it to be able to select another object.
Rotating the Propellers

Now, create the keyframes for the rotation of the propeller blades.
23. Press E on the keyboard to activate the Select and Rotate tool.
24. Set the Reference Coordinate System to Local.
25. Open the Key Filters dialog, turn off Position.
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The object you want to animate is the PR_R_PVT object. You placed the point helper object in
order to allow us to rotate the propeller properly.
26. Drag the Time Slider back to frame zero.
27. Click to Select the PR_R_PVT object.

28. Click the Create Key button to create the first rotational key frame.
29. Then drag the time slider to frame 200.
That's figuring it might take 200 frames for the blade to spin up to full speed. Again, you
don’t have to be perfect; if you're off a little bit, you can edit it later.
30. Rotate the point helper along the Z axis about 80 degrees.
31. Click the Create Key button to create the second keyframe.
32. Select the PR_L_PVT object.
33. Drag the Time Slider back to frame zero.
34. Click the Create Key button to create the first rotational key frame.
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35. Then drag the time slider to frame 200.
36. Rotate the point helper along the Z axis about -80 degrees.
37. Click the Create Key button to create the second keyframe.
This animates the propellers rotating. Since they are counter rotating propellers, rotating
one in a positive direction and the other in a negative direction creates the look you
want to achieve.
38. Now select the NCL_PVT object.
39. Set the frame Time Slider to frame 550.
40. Click the Create Key button to create the first rotational key frame.
41. Change the Time Slider to frame 700.
42. Rotate the NCL_PVT along the X Axis 90.0 degrees.
43. Click the Create Key button to create the second rotation keyframe.
44. Turn off the set key option.
The idea here is not to create the final version of the animation, it’s to build the framework and
you can edit it using the curve editor at a later time.

Editing Keyframe Timing
Editing Keyframes in 3ds Max is done with the use of the Curve Editor. It allows you to work
with Keyframes in time and space, as well as fine tune any animation that applied to objects in
the scene.
This gives us the ability to set up our animation exactly the way you want to. You can retime
keys, by changing the frame number that they are on. And, you can change the value of the
keys, or where they are located in space.
Because the rotation of the propeller blades is a continuous motion, you’re able to animate the
propellers spinning up and maintaining a constant speed. You animate the spinning up of the
blades. The continuous rotation is created by what’s called an Out of Range curve.

Rotating the Propellers
Rotating the blades is a matter of configuring the keys at proper values along with the right
type of ease curve. An ease curve is simply a way to change how the values of an animation
work when going into and out of a key frame.
The Right Propeller

45. Change the Time Slider to frame 0.
46. Select the "PR_R_PVT" object.
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47. Open the Curve Editor from the Main Toolbar.
Once the Curve Editor is open, you will see the curves representing the animation of the
propeller point helper.

48. In the Curve Editor, object hierarchy, click on the Z rotation controller.
49. Select the first key frame.
50. Set its tangent to Slow.
51. Select the second key frame.
52. Right-click to open the Key Info dialog.
53. Click and hold the curve In option, and choose the Linear option.

54. Set the Value to -3600.0.
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55. Close the dialog
Now, from frame zero all the way to frame 200 the propeller will slowly increase in speed
and then reach a constant speed once it rotates all the way around 4 times.
Now you can add an out of range curve for this controller to keep the propeller spinning for the
entire animation.
56. From the Edit menu, Controller option, click on Out of Range Types from the flyout
menu.

57. Click on the Linear Out Only option.

This time, you want to choose linear, but only for the Out of the curve.
58. Click OK to close the dialog.
The Left Propeller

59. Click to select the "PR_L_PVT" object.
60. In the Curve Editor, object hierarchy, click on the Z rotation controller.
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61. Then select the first key frame.
62. Set its tangent to slow.
63. Select the second key frame.
64. Right click to open the Key Info dialog.
65. Click and hold the Curve In option, and choose the Linear option.

66. Set the Value to -3600.0.

67. Close the dialog
Now, from frame zero all the way to frame 200 the left propeller will slowly increase in
speed and then reach a constant speed once it rotates all the way around 4 times.
Now you can add an out of range curve for this controller to keep the propeller spinning for the
entire animation.
68. From the Edit menu, Controller option, click on Out of Range Types from the flyout
menu.
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69. Click on the Linear Out only option.

You want to choose linear, but only for the Out of the curve.
70. Click OK to close the dialog.
71. Close the curve editor.
72. Click Play to play the entire animation.
You will see the propeller blades spin up for 200 frames, then the aircraft lift straight up and
begins moving forward as the nacelles rotate into the horizontal position.
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Rendering with the Quicksilver Hardware Renderer
Now that you’ve configured our hierarchy and animated the objects you wanted to animate,
you’re ready to render a final sequence. When rendering a final sequence, there are certain
things that are important keep in mind.
The assembly should be in some kind of environment; what that environment consists of is
entirely up to you. It could be as simple as creating a floor, or a light box; or you can build an
elaborate environment for your animated assembly to be in. For instance, if you're showing the
animation of an automotive robot, you might build an assembly line environment to show the
robot in its true environment.
When you set up your environment, you need to configure your lighting. Lighting is critical. You
can do everything right, but if your lighting is not good, then your rendering will not be good.
You don’t have to be a lighting expert, you just need to have lighting that’s well balanced.
However, learning about lighting basics can go a long way to improving the quality of your
renderings.
The scene now needs a camera. Since this is a fun animation of an MV-22 taking off, you don’t
need to follow strict rules of composition. If you want to put the aircraft dead center in the
middle of our frame, you certainly can do that. If you want to follow the some compositional
rules, like the rule of thirds and incorporate some diagonals and really have a powerful
composition, you can certainly do that as well.
Then the scene exposure must be set properly. If the exposure is not set correctly, you could
overexpose or underexpose the scene. One of the added benefits of using a predefined stage to
import the assembly into is that the exposure can be preset to match the lighting in the scene.
What about materials?
Since this is an Autodesk Inventor assembly, and you chose to use the materials from Inventor,
you can decide to reuse those materials, edit them, or create new ones. That decision may not
always be up to you. You may choose to reuse the inventor materials because of time
constraints. Or the client may want completely different materials then the inventor model has
currently assigned.
Once everything is set properly, it’s time to configure the rendering parameters. Part of setting
up the rendering parameters is configuring the renderer. What level of quality are you going to
be rendering this image to? Is this going to be a test animation, or will it be a high quality final
animation. Depending on the final image requirements, you will choose the renderer that will
give you the desired results.
Determining the size of the rendered image should really be done ahead of time. This is
because the aspect ratio of the final rendered image will change what you see through the
camera lens. So you want to set that up as soon as you can.
Then you need to determine the frames to render. Are you going to render the entire
sequence, or are you just going to render a few frames?
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Finally, what image format will you need to use? Are you going to convert the sequence directly
into an animation video file, or will the sequence be edited later? If the sequence is going to be
taken into a compositing program, like Autodesk Composite, what image components do you
need for compositing? Once you have determined the image format, you are ready to render
the animation.

To start here use: MV-22 Import Animation _04.max
Rendering the scene

Now you can open the render setup dialog and configure the render settings.
1. Click the Render Setup button in the main toolbar to open the Render Setup dialog.
2. Make sure the Common panel is visible.
3. Set the Time Output to the Active Time Segment option.
4. From the Output Size dropdown, click on the HDTV setting.
5. In the Output Size area, choose the 480x270 resolution option.

This sets the render frame range and size of the output. Now you need to make sure you
name the file and save it to the hard drive.
6. In the Render Output section, click the Files... button.
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7. In the Render File Output dialog, set the name to "MV22_.png".
8. Make sure that the save as type is also set to the .png image file format.

9. Click Save.
10. In the PNG configuration dialog, set the Colors option to RGB 24 bit.
11. Keep the Alpha Channel checked.

Since you have a solid background and there will be no Alpha channe,l you will not see
the effects.Since the PNG file format can contain a transparency channel, however, you
will leave the Alpha option active.
12. Open the Assign Renderer rollout.
13. Click to select the Production Renderer option. (The button with three dots to the right
of the Production renderer name.)
14. From the Choose Renderer dialog, double click the Quicksilver Hardware Renderer
option.
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Adjusting the Renderer Settings

15. In the Render Setup dialog, change to the Renderer tab.
16. In the Rendering Duration Per Frame group, set the Iterations to 32.

With the Quicksilver Hardware Renderer, you are rendering your scene with the same renderer
as the viewports. The renderer uses your graphics hardware to render the scene as a highquality image. One advantage to using this option is that you can choose to render your scene
using one of many visual styles, including realistic, Clay and non-photorealistic styles.
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17. In the Lighting and Shadows area, set the Illuminate With option to Scene Lights.
18. Make sure the Shadows checkbox is checked.
19. Since you are not concerned with reflections, in the Reflections rollout, uncheck the
Reflections Checkbox.
20. And, you are not going to render with Depth of Field. In the Depth of Field rollout,
uncheck the Depth of Field checkbox.

And you’re finally at that point, you’re ready to render our animation.
21. Now press the Render button.
The animation will now begin rendering, starting with the first frame in the current
frame range. The speed of the rendering will depend entirely on the speed of your
computer and your graphics hardware.
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Once the rendering is complete, you will have a sequence of PNG file that you can
convert to an AVI file or import into a video editing or compositing program for further
work.
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